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incorporating business logic and application state into the user interface is a relatively difficult task
that often leads to code that is difficult to maintain, test, and debug. using the objectarx framework,

developers create business objects that model the application’s data, and many methods that
represent the application’s business logic. the framework includes both dal and bll objects, and it

supports a model-view-controller architecture that allows logical data to be accessed transparently
at runtime. this architecture enables developers to create their own controls and other objects using
the objectarx framework and leverage the objectarx framework for database access and application

logic. in this session, james weaver will demonstrate the objectarx framework, and how it can be
used to create native style delphi mobile applications. weidel: just one second, i’m sorry, i forgot a
thing and so i will catch up again. asp.net is that i have a question about monolithic architecture. in

previous tms life, we used the monolithic architecture to to solution of our problem. we went for
asp.net, php, c#, java and everything. until today, a new tool is arisen and that is docker. i want to
know if you can show me how to develop a web application using docker. tms xdata: the easy, it’s
quite simple if you start with a simple windows forms application with a webapi project and start

adding things. we have so far create an asp.net server side, an asp.net client side. in the server side,
webapi project, not only from front to back it’s quite easy. in the client side, it’s a different story,

because docker is a container. the question is how to make it work. weidel: right asp.net was a no go
for me tms xdata: i really would not know to make it work by itself yes, i could use visual studio

docker. weidel: yes, if you want it to happen tms xdata: if it happens the problem is that you can not
change any settings and not that we need docker for windows with visual studio. weidel: mm tms

xdata: asp.net is a bit like docker. you can move it around, you can change things.
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this is a research project that i started at the end of 2014. the idea behind it is that we have a super
fast database called dxdb, it has a super fast sql engine with indexing, it's written in delphi, and it's

free. its a database that you can access from the web, but it can also be used inside your
applications, so its not a rad server. the client server desktop applications are becoming more and

more complex. the number of components and subsystems they include is growing. the client server
side can become quite complex to develop and maintain. the client server side code also runs on the
client computer and on the server computer. this means that it needs to be carefully tested on the

client side and on the server side before the client and the server can be deployed. the client server
desktop applications also require a very tight integration of components. the components need to be

designed to work together in the same way on both the client side and the server side. as a
consequence, the client server desktop applications need to have a very high degree of cohesion

between components. this is the main reason for the emergence of build servers. in this session, we
will cover how to use build servers to deliver client server desktop applications to the client and to
the server with a high degree of cohesion. the development of client server desktop applications is

becoming more and more complex. the client server side code also needs to run on the client
computer and on the server computer. this means that it needs to be carefully tested on the client

side and on the server side before the client and the server can be deployed. the client server
desktop applications also need a very tight integration of components. the components need to be

designed to work together in the same way on both the client side and the server side. as a
consequence, the client server desktop applications need to have a very high degree of cohesion

between components. this is the main reason for the emergence of build servers. in this session, we
will cover how to use build servers to deliver client server desktop applications to the client and to

the server with a high degree of cohesion. 5ec8ef588b
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